
GP dementia payment scheme will end next year, NHS
confirms
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A controversial scheme that pays GPs to improve their diagnosis
rates of dementia cases will not continue after next spring, the
NHS has confirmed. Simon Stevens, NHS England chief
executive, told Pulsemagazine in an interview published on 26
November1 that the scheme had been a “one time catch-up
opportunity” and would not be renewed.
The national enhanced service known as the Dementia
Identification Scheme,2 launched last month by NHS England,
pays GPs £55 for each additional patient on their list with a new
diagnosis of dementia.
From the outset the scheme was intended to run only from
October 2014 toMarch 2015, but it proved to be unpopular with
doctors’ representatives and charities. It was designed to help
the government hit its targets on dementia diagnosis rates in
2015, but it was described as unethical by many, including GPs
themselves.
The BMA said at the time that GPs routinely diagnosed dementia
and did not need financial incentives to do so, and earlier this
month a group of leading GPs, consultants, and health
campaigners sent an open letter to NHS England calling for the
idea to be dropped, describing it as an unethical “cash for
diagnosis” scheme.3

Stevens told Pulse, “This is just through March, so it’s a one
time catch-up opportunity for practices who want to take it. This
particular one time support is an unusual situation.”
The BMA said it was pleased that the scheme was now not
being renewed after March. Richard Vautrey, deputy chair of
the association’s GP committee, said, “It is good to see that
NHS England has finally listened to GPs and the BMA, who
have raised concerns about the government directly linking
payments to specific targets.”

Vautrey told The BMJ, “We expected it to be a temporary
arrangement. This was always about hitting a target before the
[general] election, and that was the priority that was set for NHS
England, so it’s no surprise.
“This was primarily about how NHS England could enable the
prime minister and secretary of state to achieve their pledge [on
dementia]. It was very much about hitting a political target, and
it’s a good example of how political targets can lead to poor
consequences when put into operation in the NHS.
“We have hadmany concerns.We thought that this money could
have been far better spent in supporting core practice activities
rather than using it in a very narrow and unhelpful way.”
He added that it was difficult to know howmanyGPs had signed
up to the scheme, saying, “It’s been very unpopular, but many
practices may well have signed up to it because they don’t
actually have to do very much having signed up, and [they]
don’t lose anything in terms of finance.
“It wouldn’t be surprising if many practices had signed up to
it, but whether they have signed up with any real goodwill and
active engagement is quite another thing.”
A spokeswoman for NHS England told The BMJ, “The scheme
was always intended to end on 31 March 2015, and it makes
this very clear in the document we initially published in
October.”
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